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Introduction

The HTC 950 RX™ is the most advanced mobile grinder in the world which by definition also makes it the fastest in the 
world. Its predecessor, the HTC 800, revolutionised the market in 1992.
Since then, HTC has manufactured over 4,000 grinders, making us the market leader within the field.
The new HTC 950 RX™ represents a milestone not just for HTC, but also for the entire industry that was started with the
launch of the very first professional grinder. The HTC 950 RX™ boasts a range of new functions to facilitate working with 
the machine while increasing capacity without the need for more personnel. Please read this manual to help you get the 
most out of your new grinder.

	 Sten	Jeansson
	 Managing	Director
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Liability

• Although all possible measures have been taken to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information pre-
sented in this manual, we do not accept any responsibility or liability for errors or missing information. HTC reserves 
the	right	to	alter	descriptions	in	this	manual	without	prior	notice.

•	 This	manual	is	protected	by	copyright	and	no	part	may	be	copied	or	in	any	way	used	without	the	express	written	per-
mission of HTC.

Trademark

The HTC trademark is owned by HTC Sweden AB. Other names and products mentioned in this manual may be registered 
trademarks of their respective companies.
© 2004 HTC Sweden AB. Sole rights.
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Warranty

The warranty only covers manufacturing faults. HTC is not responsible for any damage arising from, or caused by, trans-
port, unpacking or usage. In no case, and under no circumstances will the manufacturer be held responsible for damage or 
faults caused by incorrect application, corrosion or due to usage that does not comply with the specifications. The manufac-
turer is in no way liable for indirect damages or costs. The manufacturer warranty period is 12 months from commissioning, 
although not longer than 18 months from delivery from the factory (General delivery conditions NL92). 

Local distributors may have special warranty conditions that are stated in their terms of sale, terms of delivery and warranty 
conditions In the event of any uncertainty pertaining to the warranty conditions, please contact your distributor.

The manual

In addition to general functionality, this manual also covers the application and maintenance of the HTC 950 RX™ grinder. 
A number of symbols have been used to clearly mark the sections that are of extra importance in the manual, see below. In 
order to avoid personal injury and material damage, as far as possible, it is of the utmost importance that you carefully read 
and fully understand the texts that accompany these symbols. There are also some practical tips marked with a symbol. 
The tips are there to assist you when you use the grinder and help you get the best possible benefits from it.

This.symbol.means.Warning!.and.means.risk.of.personal.injury.or.material.damage.if.the.machine.and.accompanying.equipment.is.
used.incorrectly..
If.you.see.this.symbol.next.to.a.text,.read.the.text.extra.carefully.and.do.not.perform.any.operation.you.are.unsure.of..This.is.for.your.
own.or.for.other.users’.safety.and.to.avoid.damaging.the.machine.or.any.other.equipment.

This.symbol.means.Note!.and.means.risk.of.possible.material.damage.if.the.machine.and.accompanying.equipment.is.used.incor-
rectly..
If.you.see.this.symbol.next.to.a.text,.read.the.text.extra.carefully.and.do.not.perform.any.operation.you.are.unsure.of..This.is.to.avoid.
damaging.the.machine.or.any.other.equipment.

This.symbol.means.Tips!.and.means.that.you.will.given.tips.and.advice.in.the.text.that.follows.on.facilatory.or.wear.saving.measures.
for.your.machine.or.accompanying.equipment.
If.you.see.this.symbol.next.to.a.text,.you.should.read.through.the.text.as.it.will.assist.you.in.your.work.and.extend.the.service.life.of.the.
grinder.
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Safety

The	grinder	may	only	be	operated	or	repaired	by	personnel	who	have	undergone	practical	or	theoretical	training	and	have	read	through	
this	manual.

The instructions in this manual must be observed in order for CE marking to apply.

Only use the machine for grinding or polishing unhewn stone, terrazzo, concrete or any other material specified in this manual.

Do not use the machine in environments where there is a risk of explosion or fire.

Wear personal protective equipment at all times - safety boots, ear muffs, protective goggles and protective gloves.

Do not start the machine in folded position. Only start the grinder with the rotating discs facing the floor and with the tools applied.

Be careful when replacing grinding tools as the tools and metal discs can be hot.

Disconnect the power supply from the machine when replacing the grinding tools.

Only lift the machine using the parts specified in this manual.

Do not use the machine on sloping surfaces.

Do not move the machine manually on sloping surfaces as there is a major risk of crushing if the machine starts to roll.

Always tilt the machine after grinding when removing glue or when wet grinding so that the machine does not get stuck to the floor and 
destroy machine parts or the floor when restarting.

Always keep the machine in a dry and warm area when it is not being used.

If the machine is kept in a cold area, it must stand in a heated room for two hours prior to use.

Only use the machine with the splash guard fitted.

Only use HTC original tools and original spare parts.
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Vibration and noise

The machine has been tested in accordance with ISO 8662-4 and ISO 11202 with respect to vibration and noise. The mean 
value for vibrations is 1.01 m/s² which applies when the grinder accelerates. Sound power level when rough grinding concrete 
is 93 dB (mean value). This value varies depending on the choice of tool and type of floor. Always wear ear muffs

Machine plate

Model number and serial number for your machine is shown on the machine plate. This information is required when ordering 
spare parts for the grinder. Use the space below to note the model number and serial number of your grinder for future refer-
ence.

MODEL NUMBER _______________________________________________________

SERIAL NUMBER __________________________________________________________

KEY NUMBER _______________________________________________________

Delivery

The following items should be included on delivery. Contact your distributor if anything is missing.

• Grinder
•	 Radio	control
•	 Splash	guard
•	 Manual
•	 Key
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Unpacking the machine

Check carefully if the packaging or the machine has been damaged during delivery. If there are signs of damage,
contact	your	distributor	and	report	the	damage.

Check that the delivery matches your order. Contact your distributor if you have any questions.

Read carefully through the safety instructions and manual before use.

CE marking

CE marking of a product guarantees its free movement within the EU region in line with EU regulations. The CE marking 
guarantees that the product meets the various CE directives (EMC directives and other possible requirements in the new 
procedures directives). The HTC 950 RX™ grinder has CE marking in accordance with the “Low Voltage Directive” (LVD), 
the Machinery Directive and the EMC Directive. The EMC directive stipulates that the electrical equipment must not sub-
ject the surrounding area to electro-magnetic radiation, and that it must also be immune to electromagnetic interference 
in	the	surrounding	area.
The following pages include the Manufacturer’s Declaration of Conformity that demonstrates that the HTC 950 RX™ 
grinder complies with the EMC directives. The HTC 950 RX™ is classified for use in environments such as heavy industry 
Class	A.
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Declaration of Conformity

As per the Machinery Directive, 98/37/EG The EMC Directive, 89/336/EEC Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC including amend-
ments and as per the CE Marking Directive, 93/68/EEG

Type of equipment Grinder
Make   HTC
Trademark  HTC 950 RX™

Serial number  ___________________

Manufacturer
HTC Sweden AB
Box 69
SE-614 22 Söderköping, Sweden

The product has been CE marked in 2004.

As manufacturer, we declare under our sole responsibility that the product meets the provisions laid down in the Directives 
specified above.

Date: 2004-02-12  

	
Sten	Jeansson
Managing	Director
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HTC 950 RX™

On the surface it is very similar in appearance to our previ-
ous grinders, but looks deceive. We maintain that the HTC 
950 RX™ is “the single most important development for the 
floor grinding industry since HTC launched its classic 800 
model”.
The HTC 950 RX™ will, due to its unique features, revolu-
tionise our perception of floor grinding.

The HTC 950 RX™ is the result of several years of devel-
opment. This grinder is faster, bigger and more powerful 
than its predecessors. Compared to a grinder of the same 
size without radio control, it has twice as much capacity 
when in operation. Thanks to the radio control, the opera-
tor	can move objects that stand in the way of the grinder, 
empty the dust extractor and even talk in the telephone 
without having to interrupt his work.

The technology and its benefits

• What does RX stand for?
	 R=Radio	control	–	X=Four	grinding	discs

• Radio control of the grinding unit, i.e. all previous func-
tions	and	propulsion	and	steering

• A newly patented drive system with four grinding discs 
(previously three) gives the grinder a perfect balance

• Greater motor output of 15 kW

• Integrated system of weights for adjusting grinding 
pressure

• Battery operation when moving and loading and un-
loading

•	 Considerably	improved	grinding	head	with	increased	
service life and reduced maintenance

• The HTC 950 RX™ is included in HTC Superfloor 
approved	equipment	which	means	that	it	is	recom-
mended for production of HTC Superfloor™

• Much more efficient and quicker grinding

• The possibility in the future of connecting several 
grinding	machines	that	are	handled	by	one	operator	
as	other	machines	can	be	run	via	the	HTC	��0	RX™	
(e.g.

•	 More	even	grinding	as	the	drive	mechanism	ensures	
that	the	machine	maintains	a	constant	speed

• The machine is also equipped with EZchange™ which 
enables	simple	tool	changing.

• The radio control allows enough time for a single oper-
ator	to	empty	the	dust	extractor	and	handle	the	cables	
while the machine is working, which means a longer 
effective grinding time/working day.

All in all this means more profitable grinding
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Description of the machine
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1..Drive.lock 7..Control.panel 13..Weight
2..Motor.box.drive 8..Handle 14..Grinding.cover
3..Electrical.cabinet: 9..Handle.locking 15..Water.connection
4..Weight.lock.(up.position) 10..Lifting.eye 16..Weight.lock.(down.position)
5..Connection,.extractor 11..Front.cover 17..Splash.guard
6...32A.Connection,.elec 12..Motor
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Function description of machine components

1. Drive lock:
The drive lock locks or releases the machine wheels 
from their driving motors in the drive motor box (2).

2. Motor box drive:
The	 drive	 motor	 box	 holds	 two	 driving	 motors	 that	
drive the wheels of the grinder, providing the driving 
lock (1) is not engaged.

3. Electrical cabinet:
The electronics for the grinding head and the battery 
for propulsion are located behind the electrical cabinet 
cover.

4. Weight lock:
The weight locks are used to lock the balancing 
weights (13). The weight lock also doubles as a floor 
stop when the machine is tilted backwards when 
changing	or	mounting	grinding	tools.

5. Connection, extractor:
Connect	an	external	dust	extractor	to	the	grinder	ex-
tractor	 here	 to	 collect	 grinding	 dust	 when	 dry	 grind-
ing.

6. 32A Connection, elec:
Connect 380V mains electricity to this contact

7. Control panel:
The	control	panel	on	the	machine	contains	controls
and breakers for operating the floor grinder, along with 
control lamps indicating the status of the grinder. See 
page  14 for a detailed description.

8. Handle:
The handle can be locked in various positions de-

pending on the operation to be carried out by the floor 
grinder.

9. Handle locking:
Spring loaded locks are located on both sides of the 
handle cover’s upper and lower side for locking the 
handle.

10. Lifting eye:
Attach appropriate lifting tackle to the lifting eye when 
lifting the machine.

11. Front cover:
The front cover conceals the pipes between the ex-
tractor (5) and grinding cover (14), and the electrical 
connection to the motor (12).

12. Motor:
The	motor	runs	the	grinding	head	that	holds	the	grind-
ing	tools.

13. Weight:
The weights can be set in three different positions 
(See page  20) depending on the required weight dis-
tribution	and	grinding	pressure.

14. Grinding cover:
The	 grinding	 cover	 conceals	 the	 grinding	 head	 with	
the	grinding	tools.

15. Water connection:
Connection of water for wet grinding. 

16. Weight lock (see item 4) 

17. Splash guard:
The splash guard prevents grinding dust from spread-
ing across the floor.
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Control panel on the machine � 2 3
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1..Standby.indicator 4..Radio.control.indicator 7..Start/Stop.of.grinding.head.rotation
2..Overload.indicator 5..Radio.control.On/Off 8..Emergency.stop
3..Communication.error.indicator 6..Adjustment.of.rotation.speed.of.the.grinding.head 9..Ignition.switch
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Control description - Control panel

1. Standby indicator - Power:
This	 lamp	indicates	the	machine	is	 in	standby	mode	
with its systems activated. The position of the key in 
the ignition switch (9) determines whether the grinder 
is shut off or in standby mode and ready for use.

2. Overload indicator:
This	 lamp	 lights	when	the	grinder	 is	using	too	much	
power	 when	 processing.	 Ignoring	 this	 warning	 lamp	
will	result	in	the	power	supply	to	the	grinder	being	cut	
via	an	overload	protection	device.

3. Communication error indicator - Com Error:
This	lamp	is	lit	when	a	communications	error	occurs	
between the floor grinder and the radio control unit.

4. Radio control indicator - Radio Enabled:
When the “Radio On/Off” (5) knob is turned to the right 
the	indicator	lamp	lights.	When	the	lamp	is	lit	the	ma-
chine	 is	 ready	 to	 be	 controlled	 via	 the	 radio	 control	
unit.	See	description	page	��.

5. Radio control On/Off:
When the switch for radio control “Radio On/Off” on 
the grinder’s control panel is turned to the right, the 
“Radio Enabled” lamp lights and the machine is now 
ready	to	be	controlled	via	the	radio	control	unit.

Activating	the	radio	control	on	the	operator	panel	over-
rides the “Start/Stop” (7) and “Speed” (6) controls on this 
panel. Only “On/Off” (5) and the emergency stop “EM-
stop” (8) are now active.

6. Adjustment of rotational speed of the grinding 
head - Speed (Grinding Head Speed):
Use this knob to set an appropriate rotation speed 
for the grinding head. This is only possible when the 
grinding head is started via the “Start/Stop” knob (7).

7. Start/Stop of the rotation of the grinding head - 
Start/Stop (Grinding Head):
Use this switch to start or stop the grinding head rota-
tion. Use the “Speed” knob (6) to adjust the rotational 
speed.

8. Emergency Stop - EM-Stop:
Only use the Emergency Stop switch, “EM-Stop” in 
emergencies when immediate shutdown of the grind-
er	is	necessary.

As long as the emergency stop switch “EM-Stop” is 
pressed	in,	the	machine	cannot	be	started.	Reset	by	
turning the emergency stop 45° so that the switch pops 
out	again.	The	machine	is	now	ready	to	be	restarted.

9. Ignition switch (Standby):
Turn the key in the ignition switch to the right to acti-
vate the electrical system of the grinder. The machine 
assumes standby mode and is ready for use.
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Radio control unit
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1..OFF/ON,.Emergency.stop
2..Steering.control
3..Frequency.button
4..Grinding.head.rpm
5..Grinding.head.OFF/ON
6..Battery.LED
7..Radio.LED
8..Battery
9..Speed,.motion
10..Motion,.fwd/rev
11..Adjustment,.control
12..Start.Radio
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Description of controls – Radio control unit

1. OFF/ON, Emergency stop
OFF/ON and emergency stop; used to switch the hand 
controller off and on. Can be used as an emergency 
stop. Cuts off radio communication between hand con-
troller and the radio receiver of the machine, causing the 
machine to stop immediately. If this button is not pressed, 
the	hand	controller	draws	current	and	discharges	the	bat-
tery. The cap on the emergency stop is a key which can 
be	removed	so	that	no	unauthorised	person	can	use	the	
machine.

2. Steering control
With this control the operator can make the machine turn 
to the right or the left.

3. Frequency button
This button changes the radio control frequency.

	
4. Grinding head rpm
This potentiometer is used to adjust the rotation speed of 
the grinding head of the machine, with the grinding tools.

5. Grinding head OFF/ON
This switch starts or stops the rotation of the grinding 
head.

6. Battery LED
This LED lights up red to indicate that the battery needs 
charging.

7. Radio LED
This LED flashes green to indicate that the hand controller 
is	transmitting.

	
8. Battery
Supplies	power	to	the	hand	controller.

9. Speed, motion
This potentiometer is used to adjust the speed of the 
machine in the current direction of motion.

10. Motion, fwd/rev
This switch is used to set the direction of travel of the 
machine.

11. Adjustment, control
This potentiometer is used to adjust any tendency of the 
floor grinding machine to turn when operated with the 
radio	control	unit.

12. Start Radio
This	button	starts	radio	communication	between	the	hand	
controller and the radio receiver of the machine.
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Operation

The HTC 950 RX™ contains a number of functions that are 
important to know prior to operation. Read carefully through 
the functions of the various systems to ensure that you fully 
understand	their	purpose,	this	will	ensure	your	optimal	use	
of the grinder.

Forwards position: Used when transporting etc., 
when the grinder takes up substantially less space.

Up position: Is ideal when operating via the radio 
control unit. Run the mains cable and if necessary 
the	extractor	hose	through	the	handle	 in	this	case.	
This	position	also	applies	when	the	machine	is	tilted	
backwards when changing grinding tools.

Back position: Always use when operating the grind-
er	manually	but	can	also	be	used	when	operating	via	
radio	control.

Picture.2..Depending.on.the.type.of.work.task.a.suitable.position.
can.be.set.using.the.HTC.950.RX™.adjustable.handle.

Handle setting

Set a suitable working height using the adjustable handle 
on the HTC 950 RX™. A handle locking 
mechanism is located on both the upper (see picture 1) 
and lower side of the handle cover. The handle can be 
folded in several different positions (see picture 2.)

Picture.1..Release. the.handle.by.moving. the. two.round.safety.
grips.against.each.other..The.handle.now.drops.to.the.required.
fixed position. Release the safety grips again to lock.

Back.position

Up.position

Forwards.position
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Wheel locking

The HTC 950 RX™ is fitted with a locking mechanism on 
both wheels. In locked position, the motors in the motor 
drive	box	are	in	contact	with	the	wheels.	The	grinder	can	in	
this	case	only	be	moved	by	the	driving	motors	being	run	via
the	grinder	control	panel	or	via	the	radio	control	unit.	Re-
lease the wheels from the motors by disconnecting the driv-
ing locks. See pictures 1 and 2.

Picture. 1.. Release. the. wheels. from. the. motors. by. pulling. the.
wheel.locking.pin.straight.out.and.then.turning.it.90.degrees.(see.
picture.2).and.releasing.to.attain.safe.position.

Picture.2..Connect.the.wheels.to.the.driving.motors.by.pulling.the.
wheel.locking.pin.out.a.little.(see.picture.1),.and.then.turning.90.
degrees.and.releasing.to.attain.safe.position.

When fault tracing, you can release the wheels from 
the	motors	and	 test	 run	without	 the	machine	mov-
ing.
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Grinder weights

The	HTC	��0	RX™	has	weights	that	enable	the	easy	
positioning of the grinder’s centre of gravity. There are 
weight locks on each weight for locking the weights in 
either	up	or	down	position.	The	weights	can	also	be	
set to back position (towards the operator). See pic-
ture 2 for normal position.

Move the weight by pulling the pin out and locking it 
in	out	position	by	turning	the	pin.	See	picture	�.	Fold-
ing the weight forwards, as in picture 1 provides extra 
high	 grinding	 pressure	 which	 increases	 the	 grinding	
effect.

We recommend normal position for the weights. Us-
ing	the	wrong	tools	with	a	grinding	pressure	that	is	too	
high may damage both the grinder and the floor.

If the weights are set to up position, see picture 2,
the centre of gravity is placed on the driving wheels 
instead. This position for the weights applies when 
transporting the grinder and when it is tilted backwards 
to	change	the	grinding	tools.

See page 22, Mounting tools.
When the weights are set to back position, see picture 
3 the centre of gravity is moved behind the machine. 
This	is	recommended	when	using	high	cutting	capac-
ity	tools	such	as	T-Rex™,	but	also	when	the	grinder	is	
to be tilted backwards to change the tools. 

Picture.1..The.weights.
folded. forwards. for.
higher. grinding. pres-
sure.

Picture.2..Normal.po-
sition.for.the.weights.
Also.use. in.up.posi-
tion. when. transport-
ing.

Picture. 3.. The.
weights. set. to.
back. position.
when.mounting/
changing. grind-
ing.tools.

The weight is not locked in back position, as there is 
a risk of crushing in the event of fault to a push rod.  
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Tools - access of tools

The grinder must be tilted backwards in order to mount and 
change	tools.

Raise	the	handle	to	upright	position	and	set	the	weights	
furthest back, see picture 1.

To get a better effect when tilting the grinder, the operator 
can put one foot against the frame and slowly tilt the grind-
er until the back weights reach the floor, see picture 2.

Always disconnect mains voltage from the grinder when 
working with the grinding tools. Also remember that the 
tools can be extremely hot following grinding work.

Picture.1..Fold.the.handle.straight.up.and.then.set.the.weights.
to.back.position..Put.one.foot.against.the.frame.and.pull.the.ma-
chine.towards.you.

Picture.2..Tilt.the.grinder.backwards.until.the.weights.reach.the.
floor.

Picture.3..Tilt.the.grinder.backwards.some.more.until.the.weight.
lock touches the floor.

Picture.4..Grip.the.handle.again.with.one.hand.and.lift.the.grinder.
high.enough.so.that.you.can.lock.the.weight.in.its.vertical.posi-
tion..Loosen.the.pins.before.the.grinder.reverts.to.its.normal.posi-
tion.following.tool.change.
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Grinding tools - Mounting and changing

Always cut mains voltage when working with the grind-
ing tools. Make a habit of always disconnecting the 
mains plug before commencing work.

Start by tilting the machine backwards as per the instruc-
tions on page 21.

Remember	that	the	grinding	tools	can	be	extremely	hot	
if grinding work has recently been carried out. The tools 
can remain hot for some time following use.

The	HTC	��0	RX™	is	equipped	with	our	newly	patented	
and copyright protected EZchange™ tool system. It con-
sists of wings with diamond tools. These wings are folded 
and pushed into a tool holder where they are locked using a 
light blow from a non-rebounding rubber hammer.

Move the grinding tool slightly tilted forwards down into the 
intended slots in the tool holder to mount.  Now push the 
tool forwards out from the centre of the tool holder, see 
picture	�.

Now lock the tool in the tool holder by administering a few 
light blows with a rubber hammer, see picture 2.

When changing tool, release the tool with a few light blows 
using a rubber hammer. Now repeat in reverse direction. 
Strike the tool until it loosens and lift it out of its slot in the 
tool	holder.	See	picture	3.

Picture.1..When.
mounting.a.grind-
ing.tool,.you.must.
first move the 
tool.down.into.the.
slots.in.the.tool.
holder.

Picture.2..Now.
you.can.lock.the.
tool.by.applying.
a.few.light.blows.
to.the.tool.holder.
using.a.rubber.
hammer.

Picture.3..You.can.
apply.a.few.light.
blows.to.release.
the.lock.in.order.
to.remove.a.tool..
You.can.now.lift.it.
up.from.its.slot.
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Transport

The	machine	can	be	transported	shorter	distances	by	
connecting the extra transport wheel. The capacity of 
the battery is enough for around 30 minutes of trans-
port.

Note that when loading on sloping surfaces it is im-
portant	that	you	shut	down	the	grinder	and	then	de-
activate the radio control function.
The grinder’s driving wheel motors will now lose their 
holding	current	and	the	grinder	may	start	to	roll.

If the radio control is activated on the machine and 
the driving locks to the wheels are locked, the ma-
chine	cannot	be	moved	manually.

The HTC 950 RX™ can also be transported by its lifting eye 
using other lifting implements such as a fork-lift or crane.
When lifting the machine, the weights must be locked in for-
ward position and the handle must be in “up” position in order 
to attain equilibrium around the lifting eye. See picture 1.

Prepare to start

Prior to start and operation the HTC 950 RX™, you should 
check that the grinder and any peripheral equipment are in 
tact. Ensure that the correct grinding tool is mounted and 
that it is for the right application. 

Only use HTC original tools.

If the floor is to be dry ground, a dust extractor should be 
connected and started before starting the machine.

Check the floor carefully and remove any protruding items 
such as reinforcement bars and bolts, as well as any loose 
material	that	could	get	caught	in	the	machine.

Check that the splash guard is fitted (See picture on 
pages 12-13 pos no. 17).

Connect	the	machine	to	the	mains	via	the	electrical	connec-
tion (See picture on pages 12-13 pos no. 6.

The battery that drives the motors to the grinder’s drive 
wheels	is	charged	as	soon	as	the	grinder	is	connected	to
the	mains.

Picture.1..Lock.the.grinder.weights.in.forwards.position.and.fold.the.
handle.upwards.when.lifting.via.the.lifting.eye.
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Radio or manual control

The	HTC	��0	RX™	can	be	operated	both	via	the	built-in	
control	panel	see	picture	�	on	the	grinder	and	via	the	sepa-
rate radio control panel see picture 2.

When	operating	manually,	it	is	the	operator	that	moves	the	
grinder forwards across the floor without any drive from 
the wheels. Check that the wheel locks are released when 
operating	manually.
See	picture	�.	page	��.

When	the	grinder	is	being	run	via	the	radio	control	unit,	the	
machine is propelled forwards and turned using the motors 
that are positioned in the drive motor box (see pos.  2 page 
12). In order for the motors to be able to drive the wheels, 
the wheel locks must be protected between the wheels and 
the	drive	motors.
See picture 2. page 19.

Standby

Turning the key on the grinder control panel to the right is 
necessary in order to activate the grinder functions. When 
the key is in this position the “Power lamp” lights on the 
operator panel indicating that the grinder is in “Standby 
mode”.

Picture.1..Control.panel.on.the.machine..When.the.key.is.turned.
to. the. right,. the. “Power. lamp”. indicates. that. the. grinder. is. in.
standby.mode.

Picture.2..Control.panel.on.the.radio.control.unit.
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Operating via the control panel - Manual control

The	HTC	��0	RX™	can	be	operated	manually	just	as	previ-
ous	models.	Manual	operation	is	suitable	in	areas	that	are	
difficult to navigate, otherwise we recommend using the 
radio control function as this is preferable from a working 
environment	perspective.

Emergency Stop switch on the grinder

Only use the Emergency Stop switch, “EM-Stop” in emer-
gencies when immediate shutdown of the grinder is neces-
sary.

Pressing the emergency stop switch stops all electri-
cally	driven	equipment	on	the	machine	such	as	the	
motors	that	drive	the	grinding	head	and	the	wheels.

As long as the emergency stop switch “EM-Stop” is pressed 
in,	the	machine	cannot	be	started.	Reset	by	turning	the	
emergency stop 45° so that the switch pops out again. The 
machine	is	now	ready	to	be	restarted.

Do	not	use	the	emergency	stop	switch	to	shut	down	
the	grinder	as	this	wears	out	the	contactor.

Start-up procedure

Providing the points in the “Prepare to start” section on 
page 23 have been checked, the following applies:

• Assuming that all knobs on the grinder control 
panel are switched off.

• Check that the driving locks for the wheels are re-
leased from the drive motors. 

 See section on wheel locking on page 19.

• Set the On/Off switch on the grinder control panel 
to “On”. The control lamp showing “Power” turns 
green.

 See section on “Standby” on page 24.

• Start the grinding head using the Start/Stop control 
by putting the switch to “Start position.

• Where necessary, adjust the rotational speed of the 
grinding head using the “Speed knob” on the con-
trol	panel.

Overload

If the grinder suddenly starts using too much power the 
“Overload” lamp on the operator panel lights. The grinder 
automatically shuts down after a short time if this is ig-
nored. Check what caused the overload and fix the fault 
before operating again.

The positioning of the weights may have an adverse ef-
fect on the manoeuvrability of the grinder.
Put them in back or up position, see pictures 2-3 on 
page 20, to reduce the load on the grinding head.
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Radio control

The HTC 950 RX™ is the first radio-controlled grinding 
machine	in	the	world.	This	means	that	the	operator	need	
not be close to the machine when it is working.

This	has	several	advantages:

• The operator is not fatigued by walking slowly behind the 
machine.

•	The	operator	can	deal	with	telephone	calls	etc	without	
stopping the work.

• The operator is not affected by the vibration of the mach-
ine.

The	radio	control	unit	and	the	machine	are	individually	
paired.	This	means	that	only	the	correct	radio	controller	
can control a machine. An identification code can be seen 
on the machine identification plate and on the radio control 
unit.

The	operator	must	never	leave	the	machine	unattended	
when it is working.

Operation via radio control unit – Radio control

When the “Radio On/Off” switch on the machine control 
panel (see page 14 item 6) is turned to the right, the “Ra-
dio Enabled” LED lights up and the machine is ready to 
be	controlled	with	the	radio	control	unit.

Start routine – Radio control

1. Release the “Stop/Emergency stop” button (1) on the 
hand controller to switch the controller on. The green LED 
(7) must now start to flash.

2. Reset the hand controller as follows:

• Turn the “Motion speed” potentiometer (9) to 0%.
• Centre the “Motion, Fwd/Rev” switch (10).
• Turn the “Grinding head rpm” potentiometer (4) to MIN.
• Set the “Grinding head Off/On” switch (5) to STOP.

3. Press the “Start radio communication” button (12). The 
“communication error indicator” (3) on the machine should 
go	out.	

4. Start the grinding head with the “Grinding head Off/On” 
button (5). Use the “Grinding head rpm” potentiometer (4) 
to	set	the	rpm.

5. Start the drive motors with the “Motion, Fwd/Rev” but-
ton (10). Use the “Motion speed” potentiometer (9) to set 
the speed of the drive motors.

If the machine does not move, check the lock on the 
wheels.

Stop routine – Radio control

1. Turn the “Motion speed” potentiometer (9) to 0%.

2. Centre the “Motion, Fwd/Rev” switch (10) so that the 
machine	stands	still.
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3. Turn the “Grinding head rpm” potentiometer (4) to MIN.

4. Set the “Grinding head Off/On” switch (5) to STOP.

5. Press “Off/On, Emergency stop” (1) to switch off the 
hand	controller.

Change of radio frequency

If more than one machine is to be used at the same work-
place, the radio transmitters may interfere with each other. 
If this happens, the frequency of the machine may have to 
be changed. If there is any other equipment that interferes 
with the radio communication, the frequency may have to 
be	changed	to	prevent	the	machine	stopping.

This is how to change the frequency of the machine with 
the	hand	controller:

1. Stop the machine as described under “Stop routine 
– radio control” (page 26).

2. Hold down the “Start radio communication” button (12).

3. Press the “Frequency” button (3).

4. Release the “Start radio communication” button (12).

5. Start the machine as described under “Start routine 
– radio control” (page 26).

The receiver on the machine automatically finds the new 
frequency.

On loss of radio contact

If the distance between the machine and the radio control 
unit becomes too great, communication is cut off and the 
machine	stops.	To	resume	operation	via	the	radio	control	
unit, follow the procedure under “Start routine with radio 
control”.
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Make operation easier

To avoid the extractor hose to the dust separator and mains cable coming into the work area or line of travel of the grinder, 
running the cable as shown in the picture below will make operation much easier.

Picture.1..By.running.the.hose.and.cable.as.shown.in.the.picture.
avoids.work.stoppages.by.having.to.move.them.
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When	the	radio	control	unit	is	charged,	the	yellow	lamp	on	
the radio control panel lights. If the red lamp is lit, a battery 
error has occurred. Contact HTC for further instructions.

The	radio	control	unit	cannot	be	charged	when	run-
ning	the	grinder.

Do not expose the batteries to open flames as there 
is a risk of explosion.

Maintenance

Cleaning the machine

Always clean the machine after use. 

Do	not	use	a	pressure	washer	to	wash	the	grinder	as	
this can force water into various components caus-
ing	damage.

We recommend the regular inspection of seals, especially 
the seal by the upper belt. See pos.  26 and 30 on page 45. 
This	seal	should	be	inspected	once	every	three	months	and	
changed if worn.

Charging the grinder batteries

The battery that drives the motors to the grinder’s drive 
wheels	is	charged	as	soon	as	the	grinder	is	connected	to	
the	mains.

Charging the radio control unit batteries

Before the battery indicator on the radio control unit dis-
plays	the	correct	value,	the	battery	must	be	discharged	and	
charged for a few cycles.
The electronics will then have “learnt” the capacity of the 
batteries	and	will	display	the	correct	battery	status.
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Daily:

• Clean the machine if it has been used for wet grinding 
or	mist	spray.
• Check wear on the tools – abnormal or uneven wear 
can	indicate	damage	to	the	grinding	holder.
• To avoid failure, check the tool holder and grinding 
holder for damage or cracks. If any damage has occurred, 
change	the	parts.

Weekly:

•	 Clean	the	machine.
• Check the grinding holders. Remove the tools and run 
the machine off the ground on the lowest speed. If the 
grinding	holders	oscillate	or	wobble	considerably	they	are	
damaged. Overhaul all grinding holders at the same time.
• Check that the upper belt is intact. Try to turn the large 
disk in any direction. It should be stiff. If it turns freely then 
the belt has broken.

Each month (or 100 hours):

•	 Screw	into	place	everything	that	can	have	vibrated	
loose.
• Lift off the cover and check that it is intact. 
•	 Scrape	and	vacuum	the	parts	that	are	enclosed	by	the	
cover. Check the upper belt. Change as needed. 
• Check the seals of the shafts the upper belt runs on. 
Change	as	needed.
• Test run and listen for any sounds from the bearings.
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Spare parts and service
Any repairs that may be necessary are to be performed 
by	a	HTC	Service	Centre,	which	has	trained	service	per-
sonnel	in	HTC	��0	RX™	and	who	use	HTC	original	parts	
and	accessories.
Contact your distributor for HTC 950 RX™ if you require 
spare	parts	or	service.	
Always	state	the	model	and	serial	number	when	you	have	
queries	about	your	grinder.

Environment

The majority of components in HTC machines are made 
of recyclable metals or plastics. The HTC 950 RX™ is 
fully dismountable. Plastic components are made from 
ABS plastic which can be recycled by sorting as hard 
plastics.	The	electronics	are	sorted	as	electronic	waste.	
Other metals are aluminium and steel.
Naturally, the grinder or its components can also be sent 
back to HTC Sweden AB
for recycling.
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Technical data - Mechanics

HTC	��0	RX™
Weight: 600 kg
Weight	chassis: 310 kg
Grinding diameter: 920 mm
Weight	grinding	head: 290 kg
Grinding pressure weights 
forward:

400 kg

Grinding pressure weights up: 300 kg
Grinding pressure weights back: 280 kg
Weights: 2 x 50 kg
RPM: 450-1400
Grinding discs: 4 x Ø270 mm

Technical data - Electronics

HTC	��0	RX™
Motor: 15 kW (High Ef-

ficiency)
Current: 32 A
Voltage: 400 V* (3-phase)
Diode	lamps: 24 V
Control	current 24 V
Battery (propulsion): Lead
Battery radio unit: Li-Ion
Frequency band (Europe): 868 MHz
Frequency band (USA): 915 MHz

Technical data - Material

HTC	��0	RX™
Covers: ABS plastic
Chassis: Galvanised steel
Handle: Plastic-coated steel
Motor: Aluminium
Wheels: Polyurethane filled tires
Grinding head: Aluminium + Galvanised steel + 

Steel
Electrical cabinet: Stainless	steel
Electrical cabinet, 
door:

Stainless	steel

Motor: Aluminium (High Efficiency)

* May also be connected to 440V and 460V but only if 
a cable is moved on the transformer to allow the power 
supply to be correct for 230V systems in the machine. 
These	include	the	battery	charger	and	the	control	cur-
rent.

0
230

400
440

460
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Frequently asked questions - General:

Question: What range does the remote control have?

Answer:	This	depends	on	the	surroundings.	In	normal	
conditions with open spaces it will operate for at least 50 
metres.

Question: Can you run several machines with a single 
radio control unit?

Answer: No, you must have one radio control unit per ma-
chine.

Question: If I mislay my radio control unit, can I get 
another HTC 950 RX™ remote control?

Answer: No, the machine and the radio control unit are 
paired. A new radio control unit must therefore be ordered 
from HTC. The serial number on the machine must be 
given	when	ordering.

Question: Can you work with and remotely control 
more than one HTC 950 RX at the same time in the 
same area without them interfering with each other? 

Answer: Yes, theoretically up to 60 machines but in prac-
tice	about	30.

Question: Is it possible to connect and operate other 
machines together with the HTC 950 RX™?

Answer:	Development	is	in	progress	to	enable	simultane-
ous operation of an HTC 950 RX™ together with other HTC 
machines	using	a	single	remote	control.

Question: What types of floor can I grind using my HTC 
950 RX™?

Answer: All known floor types that HTC has tools for. Con-
crete, Marble, Granite, Terazzo etc.

Question: Where can I buy spare parts for my HTC 950 
RX™?

Answer: Ring HTC Sweden AB on:
+46 (0)121-294 00 or fax your order to:
+46 (0)121-152 12. You can also check out our product 
range	at	www.htc-sweden.com
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Fault tracing

The grinder does not go into standby mode when the 
key is turned.

Check that the grinder has the correct feed, that all fuses 
are intact and that the earth fault breaker has not tripped. 
Try	putting	the	grinder	in	standby	mode	without	connecting	
it to the mains. If this is not possible, a fuse in the grinder’s 
electrical	cabinet	needs	replacing.

The grinder does not start but remains in standby 
mode.

Check for any error messages (see pages 34-37) and ac-
companying actions on the frequency converter display.

The machine shuts down when I run it manually.

Check for any error messages (see pages 34-37) and ac-
companying actions on the frequency converter display.

The machine shuts down when I run it using the radio 
control.

Sometimes	other	equipment	can	jam	radio	signals	between	
the grinder and the radio control. If this happens, COM ER-
ROR will flash on the grinder. When contact between the 
radio control and the grinder has been broken for a long 
period, the grinder will shut down for safety reasons. To fix 
this, restart or if necessary switch off the interfering equip-
ment.

Com error flashes on and off.

This could be quite normal if other radio signals in the 
relevant frequency band are being sent in the vicinity. 
Sometimes items of equipment can jam each other and the 
grinder will shut down for safety reasons.

The overload lamp lights as soon as i try running a bit 
faster.

The	overload	lamp	will	give	a	warning	to	the	operator	when	
he exceeds the motor’s rated current. The frequency con-
verter	can	give	more	power	than	the	motor	can	handle,	but	
will shut down after a while to protect the motor from dam-
age. Things that influence whether the overload lights or 
not include, speed, mains voltage and the position of the 
weights	on	the	grinder.

The grinder runs unevenly

If the grinder runs unevenly, this could be due to the grind-
ing	holders	being	worn	or	a	belt	needing	to	be	replaced.	

The machine runs evenly but leaves different grinding 
patterns.

This may happen if the upper belt has come off. Test by 
spinning	the	large	disc	that	holds	all	the	small	grinding	
discs. If it spins freely the upper belt has come off and must 
be	replaced.
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Electronic error codes

The HTC 950 RX™ is fitted with an advanced frequency converter The converter can provide an error code for certain errors 
that assist when fault tracing. Always state the error code if possible when contacting support. For resetting see page 37.

Error code Cause Action
OCF OCF = Rapidly rising current 

Due to a high short-term load that is 2.5 
times greater than nominal current for a 
specific period. The error may arise if you 
drive into something or if a grinding disc or 
something in the grinder locks. Could also 
occur if a short circuit on the motor side 
occurs.

Check mechanical inertia, spin the grind-
ing discs. Do the discs spin sluggishly? 
Reset	the	converter.	Remove	the	contact	
to	the	motor	and	start	the	converter	to	see	
if the error remains. Also see the point 
below. If the error remains the converter 
will	need	a	service.	

OHF OHF = Rapidly rising current 
A lower level of the same error given 
above.	This	error	may	arise	where	there	
is a heavy load. The error arises at 2 
times nominal current for a specific period. 
Frequently appears following high power 
consumption for an extended period. The 
error could also arise in hot conditions. (+ 
50 degrees)

As	the	error	is	related	to	the	error	men-
tioned	above,	the	measures	listed	there	
would be worth checking. If the surface 
being	processed	is	very	tough	,	this	may	
cause problems. If the error is related to 
temperature,	the	grinder	must	be	allowed	
to cool down before starting again. An-
other	measure	could	be	to	reduce	speed	
to about half as the grinder will then use 
less	power.

InF / EEF InF / EEF = Internal error
Error in the inverter

Contact	service	department.
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Electronic error codes cont.

Error code Cause Action
SCF SCF	=	Short	circuit	on	motor	side

Due	to	a	short	circuit	either	in	the	motor	or	
in	the	motor	cable.	May	also	be	an	earth	
fault.

Check the cabling and test the insulation 
in the motor if necessary. Test by loosen-
ing the motor cable and starting the fre-
quency converter to see if the error code 
arises. If it does, the error is in the fre-
quency converter. If not, the cable or the 
motor is probably defective. 

tnF tnF	=	Autotuning	error
May arise if the motor has replaced a 
defective motor. The motor is outside the 
norms for what a converter can handle. 
Could also arise if the motor is defective.

Check the motor. Replace the motor with 
an	original	motor.

OLF OLF = Overload motor
Tripped motor protection. Arises follow-
ing long-term overload of the motor. The 
motor	protection	in	the	converter	trips	to	
protect	the	motor.

Reduce the speed of the grinder. The 
grinder runs too robustly. It takes around 8 
minutes before the grinder can be started 
again.	The	motor	protection	must	cool	
down.

OSF OSF = Overvoltage
Mains voltage too high or interference in 
the mains. May arise if large motors/ma-
chines	are	started	or	shut	down	in	the	
vicinity. May arise from non CE- marked 
equipment.

Measure the feed voltage. Change the 
terminal. Max feed voltage is 240V + 10%.

USF USF = Undervoltage
Mains voltage too low. Results from many 
users in the mains. Temporary loss of volt-
age Long and/or weak cables may cause 
this	error.	

Change terminal or remove users from the 
mains. (Welds and suchlike cause these 
errors). Replace cable.
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Error code Cause Action
ObF ObF = Driving load when shutting down

Arises if the grinding discs are running 
when	the	grinder	is	shut	down.

Reset	converter.

PHF PHF = Mains phase outage
If this occurs the PHF flashes in the dis-
play for a few seconds before it goes out. 
May arise if someone pulls out the plug. 

Check the feed to the grinder, i.e. fuses 
and cable. If the grinder is completely 
dead following the inspection of the feed, 
the	error	may	lie	in	the	contactor	in	the	
grinder	or	in	the	control	panel.	Contact	
service if this is the case.

OPF OPF = Motor phase failure
Comes about if the motor contact is not 
properly	connected	or	there	is	a	gap.	The	
error can also be on the motor side if the 
contacts or the terminal block are loose. 
May also occur if the speed of the grinder 
is	too	high.	May	occur	when	test	running	
with the grinding head off the ground.

Check the cable to the motor or terminal 
blocks in the motor. Reduce speed if you 
test run the machine off the ground. The 
error	arises	when	the	motor	current	is	
around 8% of the converter’s nominal cur-
rent which is 11 Amps - 2.2kW 1-phase.

SLF SLF = Incorrect connection of remote 
terminal.

Occurs when incorrectly connecting the 
remote	terminal.	May	also	be	an	internal	
error.

Contact	service	department.
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Resetting the converter

1. Cut the current (can be done using the on/off, emergency stop switches or by disconnecting the contact)
2. Wait about one minute until the converter has gone out
3. Switch off the current

Overloading the grinder is a common fault. There are three levels of overload

1. OCF
2. OHF
3. OLF

Things	to	remember.	
The grinder will not start if the front/back position is engaged when the power supply is applied

Check the latest error code

1. Keep ESC pressed in until 4 dashes appear ----.
2. When rdy (ready) appears, press ENTER.
3. SET is displayed. Press the down arrow until you come to SUP.
4. Press ENTER. FrH is now displayed.
5. Press the down arrow until you see LFt (8 times) Press ENTER.
�.	 The	last	error	code	is	displayed.	
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Parts list chassis
No. Description Art. No. Qty

� Hose connection 3/8 ����30 �
2 Sliding	valve ����3� �
3 Sliding	valve �
4 Sliding	valve �
� Quick coupling female 111127 �
� Quick coupling male �
� Barrel nipple 3/8 111129 �
� Handle complete see page 41
� Screw MC6S M5x12 zinc-plated 310140 4
�0 Washer BRB 5.3x10x1 310194 4
�� Connection,	extractor	HTC	��0 ���0�� �
12 Power unit 15kW 3X400 HTC 950 ��0��� �
�3 Screw MC6S M8x35 8.8 zinc-

plated
3�0��� 2

14 Wear	protection,	upper	HTC	��0 111029 2
�� Screw MC6S M6X25 12.9 zinc-

plated
3�003� 4

�� Washer BRB M6 310012 4
�� Ermaflex F76 mm Price/M 10284 �
�� Nut nylock M6 zinc-plated DIN985 310072 4
�� Screw MC6S M6X12 8.8 zinc-

plated
3�0030 4

20 Washer BRB M6 310012 4
21 Branch pipe complete HTC 950 ���0�� �
22 Suction	hose	dia	�3	mm ������ �
23 Pin, chassis HTC 950 111023 2
24 Wheel	HTC	��0 ��0��� 2
25 Adjustment bolt, Lockable wheel ���03� 2
26 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-

plated
3�0��� �

No. Description Art. No. Qty
27 Washer BRB M8 3�00�� �
28 Gas spring complete HTC 950 ���03� 2
29 Adjustment bolt, Lockable ���03� 2
30 Weight 14 kg left HTC 950 110982 �
30 Weight 14 kg right HTC 950 ��0��� �
3� Weight 35 kg HTC 950 ��0��3 2
32 Screw MC6S M8x16 zinc-plated 3�00�0 2
33 Wear	protection,	lower	HTC	��0 ���030 2
34 Washer BRB 26x45x4 3�0��� 2
3� Bushing BM25 ����33 2
3� Washer BRB 26x45x4 3�0��� 2
3� Circlip SGA 25 310021 2
3� Pin, chassis HTC 950 111023 2
3� Bushing BM25 ����33 2
40 Washer BRB 26x45x4 3�0��� 2
41 Circlip SGA 25 310021 2
42 Screw MC6S M8x16 zinc-plated 3�00�0 4
43 Hose, large reinforced PVC HTC 

��0
111104 �

44 Grinding head HTC 950 RX™ 
page 45

�

45 Machine	cover	HTC	��0 111040 �
46 Velcro male width 38mm 110264 3
47 Washer BRB M8 3�00�� �
48 Screw MC6S M8x16 zinc-plated 3�00�0 �
49 Extractor, grinding cover HTC 950 111012 2
�0 Cover	HTC	��0 111044 �
�� Pop rivet 4.8X19 3�00�3 4
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Parts list Mist Cooler System

No. Description Art. No. Qty
� Screw MC6S M5x12 310140 14
2 Fixing plate ball valve, Left HTC 

�00
�0��� 2

3 Hose connection 2601-12-1/4 110205 �
4 Elbow piece MF 2020-1/4 110146 �
� Water	valve	to	grinder ��000� 2
� Screw 310148 3
� Attachment 2 water tank 111446 �
� Water tank 950 ����0� �
� Pipe cover for suction casing �0��� �

�0 Attachment 3 water tank 111447 �
�� Attachment water tank 111443 �
12 Screw	MC�S	M�x��	�.�	galva-

nised
310082 �

�3 Pump EH-C15VC-PR2-IPVC 111394 �
14 Cable ������ �
�� Contact Block ZBE-101 (NO) 110492 2
�� Mounting	base,	metal �0��3 �
�� Operating Device, black knob, 2 

positions
111574 �

�� Nut Nylock M6 galvanised 
DIN985

310072 4

�� Fixing	plate,	pump 111445 �
20 Hose large reinforced PVC 1.1 

m
��0�30 �

21 Nut Nylock M8 galvanised 
DIN985

3�00�� 2

No. Description Art. No. Qty
22 Washer BRB M8 galvanised 3�00�� 2
23 Bushing 2531-1/2-1/4 111524 2
24 Hose connection 1511-6/4-1/4 111523 2
25 Screw MC6S M6x12 8.8 3�0030 �
26 Attachment, filter �����0 �
27 Screw	MC�S	M�x�0	galvanised 310217 2
28 Filter VEH-0052-D2 ���3�� �
29 Filter XVE-H052-D21 (Extra) ���3��
30 Rubber	hose	�.�0	m ���3�� �
3� Cable	clips	�	mm	with	M�	hole 111582 2
32 Decal,	HTC	Mist	Cooler	System ������ �
33 Nozzle cover 111487 �
34 Filter VEF 0138T1B ���3�� �
3� Washer BRB M6 galvanised 310012 2
3� Nozzle holder 111488 �
3� Nozzle RXT 0060 B1 ���3�� �
3� Pop rivet 4.8x12.7 310084 3
3� Holder nozzle cover 111489 �
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No. Description Art. No. Qty
21 Spacer	screw	HTC	��0 3�0��� 2
22 Attachment	pipe	handle	HTC	��0 111027 2
23 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-

plated
3�0��� 2

24 Spacer	screw	HTC	��0 3�0��� 2
25 Washer BRB M6 310012 2
26 Pin HTC 950 111028 2
27 Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-

plated
310082 2

28 Handle	ball	HTC	��0 ���03� 2
29 Washer BRB M6 310012 2
30 Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-

plated
310082 2

3� Control	casing,	upper	HTC	��0 111041 �

Parts list handle

No. Description Art. No. Qty
� Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-

plated
310082 4

2 Washer BRB M6 310012 4
3 Packing control panel ������ �
4 Console	instrument	panel	HTC	

��0
��0��0 �

� Handle	HTC	��0 ���033 �
� Nut M6M M5 zinc-plated 3�0��3 4
� Washer BRB 5.3x10x1 310194 4
� Connecting	plate	elec.	HTC	��0 ���0�0 �
� Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-

plated
310082 �

�0 Control	casing,	lower	HTC	��0 111043 �
�� Washer BRB M6 310012 2
12 Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-

plated
310082 2

�3 Wall inlet 32A 346-415V 5P RED 110520 �
�3 Wall inlet 32A 346-415V 5P 

BLACK
��0��3 �

14 Screw MC6S M5x20 zinc-plated 3�0��� 4
�� Handle	ball	HTC	��0 ���03� 2
�� Pin HTC 950 111028 2
�� Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-

plated
310082 2

�� Washer BRB M6 310012 2
�� Pin, chassis HTC 950 111023 2
20 Spring	HTC	��0 110942 �
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No. Description Art. No. Qty
� Drive	mechanism,	middle	HTC	

��0
��0��� �

2 Screw MF6S M10x20 3�00�� 4
3 End drive mechanism, left HTC 

��0
���000 �

3 End drive mechanism, right HTC 
��0

���00� �

4 Washer BRB M12 13x24x2.5 3�0003 �
� Screw M6S M12X25 zinc-plated 3�00�� �
� Hub wheel locking HTC 950 111049 2
� Circlip SGH 62 310204 2
� Ball bearing 61908-2RS1 ���0�� 2
� Spacer wheel locking HTC 950 111052 2

�0 Ball bearing 61908-2RS1 ���0�� 2
�� Sleeve wheel locking HTC 950 ���0�0 2
12 Washer wheel locking HTC 950 ���0�� 2
�3 Washer BRB M6 310012 2
14 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-

plated
3�0��� �

�� Washer BRB M8 3�00�� �
�� Adjustment bolt, Lockable wheel ���03� 2
�� Wheel	HTC	��0 ��0��� 2
�� Screw MC6S M6x35 8.8 zinc-

plated
3�0��� 2

�� Bottom plate drive mechanism 
HTC	��0

���0�3 �

20 Screw MC6S M5x10 zinc-plated 10475 12

Parts list drive mechanism

No. Description Art. No. Qty
21 Washer BRB 5.3x10x1 310194 12
22 Driving	motor	RX 111126 2
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Parts list grinding head

No. Description Art. No. Qty
� zinc-plated 3�0��0 4
2 Washer BRB 17x30x3 3�0��� 4
4 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-plated 3�0��� �
3 Fixing	lug	HTC	��0 110912 2
� Screw M6S M8x16 zinc-plated 310192 3
� Washer BRB M8 3�00�� 3
� Screw MC6S M8x70 zinc-plated 310074 2
� Screw MFT M5x12 zinc-plated 310141 �
� Screw M6S M10x30 zinc-plated 3�00�� 2

�0 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-plated 3�0��� �
�� Washer TBRB 22X10.5X4 3�000� 2
12 Radial seal CB 20x30x5 110948 2
�3 Spacer	disc	belt	tensioner	HTC	��0 110929 2
14 Screw MF6S 8x30 zinc-plated 310182 �
�� Cover,	centre	hub	HTC	��0 110921 �
�� Gamma ring 9RB 25x42x04 110949 2
�� Shaft journal HTC 950 ��0�3� 2
�� Upper plate HTC 950 110920 �
�� Washer TBRB 22X10.5X4 3�000� 2
20 Screw M6S M10x30 zinc-plated 3�00�� 2
21 Belt, upper HTC 950 ��0��3 �
22 Ball bearing 6017-2RS1 ��0��� �
23 Ball bearing 6017-2RS1 ��0��� �
24 Bearing cup HTC 950 ��0��� �
25 Nilos ring HTC 950 ��0��0 �
26 Hub	motor	plate	HTC	��0 110934 �
27 Screw MFT-TT M6X16 8.8 zinc-plated 310014 �0
28 Belt ring HTC 950 110924 �
29 Motor	plate	HTC	��0 110926 �
30 Screw MF6S M10x20 3�00�� �
3� Motor 15kW HTC 950 110944 �
32 Fixing	boss	HTC	��0 110928 ��
33 Screw MFT-TT M6X16 8.8 zinc-plated 310014 ��
34 Circlip SGA 35 3�003� 2
3� Ball bearing 6207 2rs C3 ��00�� 2
3� Tensioning	wheel	HTC	��0 ��0�33 2
3� Ball bearing 6207 2rs C3 ��00�� 2
3� Circlip SGA 35 3�003� 2
3� Axle	belt	tensioner,	lower	HTC	��0 110932 2
40 Shaft HTC 950 110925 3
41 Lower Plate HTC 950 ��0��� �
42 Screw MC6S M8x25 zinc-plated 3�00�� �
43 Nut, low fine thread 3�0��� 20
44 Screw M6S M8x16 zinc-plated 310192 3

No. Description Art. No. Qty
45 Screw M6S M16X30 zinc-plated 3�0��0 �
46 Washer BRB M16 zinc-plated 310032 �
47 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-plated 3�0��� �
48 Screw M6S M10x30 zinc-plated 3�00�� 4
49 Washer BRB 10.5X22X2 310048 4
�0 Screw MC6S M8x20 8.8 zinc-plated 3�0��� 12
�� Fitting bolt 16xM12x25 HTC 950 3�0��� 2
52 Tensioning wheel plate Exc. HTC 950 ��0�3� 2
�3 Tensioning wheel shaft Exc. HTC 950 ��0�3� 2
54 Ball bearing 6207 2rs C3 ��00�� 2
�� Tensioning	wheel	HTC	��0 ��0�33 2
�� Ball bearing 6207 2rs C3 ��00�� 2
�� Circlip SGA 35 3�003� 2
�� Shaft Centre hub HTC 950 ��0��3 �
�� Circlip SGH 100 310164 �
�0 Ball bearing 6013-2RS1 110946 �
�� Spacer 28 HTC 950 110914 �
62 Ball bearing 6013-2RS1 110946 �
�3 Centre	hub	HTC	��0 ��0��� �
64 Circlip SGH 85 3�0��� �
�� Screw MF6S M6x10 zinc-plated 3�0��� �
�� Cross-piece, part 2 HTC ��0��� 4
�� O-ring 32.1mm cross 110947 4
�� Screw MFT M8X16 8.8 zinc-plated 3�00�0 12
�� Cross-piece,	part	�	HTC ��0�30 4
�0 Cross-piece,	part	3	HTC ��0�3� 4
�� Screw MC6S M12x25 zinc-plated 3�0��� 4
72 Grinding holder complete HTC 950 ��0��� 4
�3 Seal 45x75 LSTO HTC 950 ��0��0 4
74 Cylinder pin CP 6m6x20 3�0��� 24
�� Spacer	disc	Hub	HTC	��0 110927 4
�� Hub packet HTC 950 110962 4
�� Belt, inner HTC 950 110952 �
�� Edging strip HTC 950 ��0��� �
��
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Parts list grinding holder (1x4)

No. Description Art. No. Qty
� Grinding holder, upper HTC 950 ��0�3� �
2 Polycord holder, outer HTC 9500 ��0��� �
3.� Polycord black 184 mm ��03�� �
3.2 Polycord green 184 mm ��03�� 2
4 Polycord holder, inner HTC 950 ��0��� �
� Screw MFT-TT M6X16 8.8 zinc-pla-

ted
310014 �

� Spring	HTC	��0 110942 �
� Lower grinding holder ���0�� �
� Screw MC6S M6X10 8.8 zinc-plated

B-version
3�000� 2

� Screw MC6S M6X16 8.8 zinc-plated 310082 �
�0 Screw MFT M8X16 8.8 zinc-plated 3�00�0 3
�� Screw MFT-TT M6X16 8.8 zinc-pla-

ted
310014 2

12 Cross-piece, part 2 HTC ��0��� �
�3 O-ring 32.1mm cross 110947 �
14 Cross-piece,	part	�	HTC ��0�30 �
�� Cross-piece,	part	3	HTC ��0�3� �
�� VELCRO Clos.grind.hold. 220mm ��0��� �
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Parts list electrical components

No. Description
� Electrical socket
2 Control	panel
3 Radio	control
4 Connection	motor



�3

Kontrollpanelskabel

32A.380V.Nätkabel

Kommunikationkabel.mellan.kontrollpanel.och.radiosändare

Motorkabel

Kabel.för.matning.av.höger.drivmotor.(sett.från.kontrollpanel)

Kabel.för.matning.av.vänster.drivmotor.(sett.från.manöverpanel)
1

2

3

4
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HTC Sweden AB
Po.Box.69

SE-614.22.Söderköping.-.Sweden
Tel:.+46.(0).121-294.00
Fax:.+46.(0).121-152.12
www.htc-sweden.com


